Abstract. In the first part of this work a general dcnnition of an inverse problem with tji.scrcte tint" hus been given und an ;in;ilysis in terms of singular sy.sicms, has been 13erf".rme^' T.1"' ' p"' t' lcm"' ' thc """' "iwl stiibilily of the solution^which' in that paper was only briefly discussed, is the main topic of this second part. When the condition number of the problem is too large, a small error on the data can produce an cxlremcly large error o" the gcncrali.scd .solution, which thcruforc has no physical meaning. We review most ot the methiMl.s which have been developed for overcoming this difticiiity, including numcriuil filtering. Tikhunov rcguliirisiition. itcriltivc methods, the Backus-Oilbcrtmethod iindso on. Rcgul.irisation methods for the st.lWc approxiination orgcnuralisccl .solutions obliiined th.T.llgh n""im)sillio" "f.'iuitabte .scminorms (C-gcner.iliscd solulion.s), such as the method of Phillips, arc also considered.
I. Introduction
In the first part of this work [1, hereafter referred to as 1] we have given the physic motivations of the following definition of a linear inverse problem with discrete data:
given the Hilhert space X, given the functions <p,,eX,n=\,..., N, undRwenthe\ or complex) numbers g», n=\,.. ., N, find a function fe'X such that' (/> (Pn)x=:8,, n=l,. . ., N. (11) Jhe_datag" ca"be viewed as.the compo"ents of a vector g which belongs to an dimensional euclidean space Y whose scalar product can ingeneral be defined as (1.4)
The solution of equation (1.4) may not exist if they,, are notlinearly independent. Furthermore the solution of (1.4) is not unique because the null space of L, J*f(L), is the infinite-dimensional orthogonal complement of the subspace spanned by the functions <p,i. We denote this subspace by X^ where N' ^N is the number of linearly independent y,,.
The Jack of existence and uniqueness can always be remedied by looking for a least-squares solution of minimal norm. This solution, denoted by/ and called the generalised solution of the problem, always exists and is unique. As shown in I, it can be expressed in terms of the singular system of the operator L, which is defined as the set of the triples {aji, u^, oj, fc=l,..., N', which solve the following coupled equations Lut=a^ L*»t.=oit«* (1. 5) where L*:Y->X is the adjoint operator of L. The positive numbers cii; are called the singular values of the problem and are ordered in {t decreasing sequence. For simplicity, we will assume throughout this paper that N' = N, i.e. that the functions (?" are linearly independent. The case N'<N can be treated straightforwardly and all formulae relative to this case can be easily deduced from the corresponding formulae relative to the case N'=N. With this assumption, the functions u,,, called the singular functions, form an orthonormal basis in X^. Analogously the singular vectors ui, form an orthonormal basis in Y. It follows that the representation of/+ in terms of the singular system is r-^^^v^u,.
Notice that a mapping L*:Y->X is then defined by the relation r=^g.
The operator L+ is called the generalised inuerse of L. (1.8) the condition number of the problem, is large, then the generalised solution /+ is affected by numerical instability. In practical inverse problems, the data are measured and hence affected by noise. In an ill-conditioned situation, even small errors on the data vector g can produce a completely different and unphysical generalised solution. Similar considerations apply to the so-called C-generalised solution (see I, § 4) which are least-squares solutions minimising some suitable seminorm.
In § 2 we give the general definition of a regularisation method for the approximate and stable computation of the generalised solution of a linear inverse problem with discrete data. In § 3 we introduce a wide class of regularisers based on the use of spectra) windows or, in other words, based on a filtering of the representation of the generalised solution in terms of the singular system of the problem. In § 4 we discuss in detail a particular regularisation algorithm in this class, namely the Tikhonov regulariser, while in § 5 we investigate the regularising properties of several iterative methods. In § 6 a short account is given of some general methods for the choice of the regularisationparameter_Section_7 is devoted to the regularisation of C-generalised solutions and finally the Backus-Gilbert method is described in §8.
Regularisation algorithms
In § §2-6 we only consider generalised solutions. The case of C-generalised solutions is deferred to §7.
Let us point ouUirst that the usual definition of a regularisation algorithm for an imposedI problem [2] [3] [4] needs some modification in the case of an inverse problem 1 discrete data. The reason is that the usual definition applies to the case ofa linear operator whose inverse or generalised inverse is not continuous. Then a fam'i't'vof reguiarising operators is essentially a family of bounded operators which approximate in some suitable sense, an operator which is not bounded. On the other hand. in~the case of a problem with discrete data, the generalised inverse is always continuous !i-ncte,^Lis^a.li."ea.1" °Perator °" afinite d'mensiona] space. The need toregularisethe problem-!s.felt when the "orm of L+ is much 8reater than 1/||L||, i.e. when'the problem isill-conditioned. It follows that a regutarisation algorithm" must provide an ^ipprox'i" mation of L+ which has a smaller norm than L+.
.G."[ded/by these. consideratio"s. we give the following definition of a reguiarisation lm(or rc8"Iariser): we.say that a one-parameter family of linearoperators ""I0'-":. .x'is a '' 8ularisatiofl. al8°rithm for the approximate computation of generalised inverse L+, if the following conditions are satisfied:
(i) for any/<>(), the range of/?,, is contained in ^, the subspace spanned by the functions <p,,;
(ii) for any ^>(), the norm of R,, is smaller than the norm of L+. i.e. As in the case of regularisation methods for ill-posed problems, the variable 11 will c^ed.^re8ulamatim Parameter and one of the main problems'in regularisation theory will be the choice of an appropriate value of ft. In' genera!Tthc 'ch°oseiTraiue some suitable compromise between the approximation error and the data error propagation. We will now clarify this point.
A noisy data vector g. can always be represented in the following way 8r=Lf++h, p. 3) wherc.,the.first.term of.the RHS rePrese"ts the noise-free signal (/+ is the true ge"eralisedsolution).and thesecond term is a small vector representing the effect of the noise. The quantity s will denote an estimate of the norm of A, in V, so that \\Lf+-g,^e. (2.4) Notice that in writing equation (2.3), we do not assume the noise to be additive. The noise term h, can be signal dependent. We only require that the inequality (2.4)-holds
In a concrete problem the decomposition (2.3) is not known, but one can always assume that such a decomposition exists. Then, for a given choice of the regularisation algorithm and for a given value of the regularisation parameter/;, the approximation of the generalised solution/+ provided by R,, is/,,.,=/?/,^. If we compare this approximation with/ , we obtain f^-r=w+-n+R^. (2.5) Here the first term of the RHS represents the approximation error introduced by the use of the algorithm R,, (with ^O) instead of L+. This approximation error tends to zero when fi->Q, as follows from equation (2.2). On the other hand the second term is the error induced by the noise and it grows to unacceptable values when /<->().
Therefore one must look for a compromise between the approximation error and the error propagation from the data to the solution. This problem will be discussed in detail in §6.
We notice that any regularisation algorithm defines, for a given ^t, a mapping A,, in
The function A,,f+ is the approximation of the generalised solution/"1' which can be obtained, in the absence of noise, by means of the regularisation operator /?". In the limit fi->Q, Ay, converges to the operator A defined in I ( § 2) which is given in terms of the generaiised inverse by A=L+L.
(2.7)
Clearly A is a projection operator, namely, the orthogonal projection onto the subspace X^ spanned by the functions <p,,.
It was shown in I that, when X is a weighted L2 space with a scalar product defined by a/o^J w(x)f{x}h*(x)dx (2.8) then A is an integral operator whose kernel can be used in order to define the resolution achievable by means of the available data. Similar considerations apply to the operator A,,. Assume indeed that /?" is a linear operator. In order to satisfy condition (i), it must be of the following form (R,sw= S prsn^- We conclude that, at least under the circumstances specified above, one can associate an averaging kernel with a regularisation algorithm."When, for a given x, this kernel has a central lobe concentrated around x and flanked by decreasing side-lobes, the half-width of the central lobe can be used as a measure of the resolution achievable at ?°l"t_^ ^ymTans ofthe reSulansation operator R,,. The averaging kernel <4,(jc,;c')isâ .°^rnp.uise, re,sponse describing the global effect of both "the" transmiss'ionby the mstrument and the subsequent recovery procedure by means of the algorithm /?,,.'Tn fact the action of the operator L in (2.6) represents the error-free measurement of the values of the functionals associated with the functions y,,. Then the action of the second operator R,, represents the invcrsion of this data" (neglecting the'effect'of round-off errors) at the given parameter value ju. ('') Os£ W,,,«l, for any/00 and any k= 1, .. ., N; (ii') for any k=l, .. ., N, the following limit holds true The previous remarks, combined with the fact that we can modify'the choice of the (, as discussed in 1, show that we can restrict the analysis to the following This set of windowing coefficients can be called the Tikhonov window and it is easy to see that they satisfy the conditions (i') and (ii') of §2. Therefore equation (4.9) defines a regularisation algorithm.
It is interesting to notice that, in the case of a problem with discrete data, the computation of the Tikhonov regulariser can be reduced to a matrix inversion and therefore that the knowledge of the singular system of the problem is not required. By annihilating the first variation of the functional (4.5), one finds indeed that the regularising operator R,, defined by equation (4.9) is also given bŷ
where the operator L*L is an operator in X. Then, using the following obvious relation (L*L+/zI)L*=L*(LLt+ftf) (4.12) and observing that the operator (LL*+;u/) is always invertible, one finds that the operator (4.11) can also be written in the following form R^L*{LL*Jr^r)-}. (4.13)
Since the operator (LL* +/J) is an operator in Y, it is associated with an Nx N matrix and therefore the computation of the operator /?,, implies a matrix inversion, followed by the application of the operator L*. The problem of the choice of the regularisation parameter ft in the case of the Tikhonov regulariser has been the object of many studies. Here we limit ourselves to a summary of the main methods. We also point out that some of these methods are not specifically designed for the determination of the regularisation parameter in the case of the Tikhonov regulariser but may be applied as well to more general situations.
Constrained least-squares solutions
We will not present here the general formulation of the method of constrained leastsquares solutions introduced by Ivanov [13] . We just sketch the idea on which this .'.I '.4 :...;» method relies, with reference to the problems we are considering in this paper. As discussed in I, a linear inverse problem with discrete data has an infinite-dimensional set of least-squares solutions. Only one of them has minimal norm and this is the generatised solution. We assume now that the problem is badly ill-conditioned and we consider the set of the generalised solutioiis corresponding to all data vectors g, lying inside a sphere of radius s whose centre is the noise-free data vector g. As a consequence of the ill-conditioning of the problem, this set is a very prolonged ellipsoid. In fact the minimum and maximum semi-axes of this ellipsoid are proportional to C[F' and a^ respectively. It follows that most of these generalised solutions are not good approximations of the generalised solution corresponding to the noise-free data g. Usually they are wildly osciilating functions which take completely unphysical values. Therefore the basic idea is to restrict the class of admissible solutions by looking for approximate solutions in some prescribed set. For example, if the square of the unknown function / has the physical ineaning of an energy density, the integral of/2 is the total energy and in some instances one knows beforehand that the energy must be smaller than some prescribed value, say E2.
Let H be the set of the functions / satisfying the physical constraints. It may happen that there does not exist any solution of equation (1.4) in the set H. Then it is quite natural to look for the functions fe H such that the distance between Lf and g is minimal, i.e. to solve the problem ll^/-^ll>'=mi"tmum feH.
(4.14) This is a lcast-squares problem with constraints. Its solution, if it exists and is unique, can be called the ^/-constrained lcast-squares solution of the problem (1.4).
The simplest case occurs when the set H is a sphere in X with a prescribed radius E. Then the problem (4.14) becomes \\L-f-g\\Y=mm'imum .^E. The previous situation, however, is quite unlikely in the case of noisy data. When the generalised solution has a norm greater than E,i.e. y"'\\x>E, then the interseetion of the sphere of radius E with the set of the solutions, or least-squares solutions, of equation (1.4) is empty. Under these circumstances, the minimum points of IIL/-.g|]r cannot be interior to the sphere of radius E but they must lie on the surface of this sphere, i.e. they must satisfy the condition \\f\\x= E. It follows that one can use the method of the Lagrange multipliers for determining the solution'of problem (4.15) . But this method is just equivalent to minimising the functional (4.5) for any/; and then looking for a minimum point f,, satisfying the condition \\f,,\\x=E. It follows that v(t<) is a strictly decreasing function of ju and that its value at /i=0 is v(0)=\\f'l'\\x>E while its value at ft =00 is zero. As a consequence there exists a unique value of ft, say ^o, satisfying equation (4.16). The corresponding constrained least-squares solution will be denoted by /o.
Assume now that we have a sequence of noisy data gy, given by equation (2.3), and let/,f',/u.f be respectively the corresponding generalised solutions and constrained least-squares solutions. Then, if the error £ tends to zero and if the generalised solution/+ corresponding to the noise-free data satisfies the constraint (i.e. if the choice of the upper bound E is physically correct), since /,+ converges to/ + we must have, for a certain value of s, ||/(>"||A-:=: E and therefore /,+ =/u.,. It is not restrictive to assume that, for smaller values of e, the condition |!/;l'||;r5s E is always satisfied. Then the solution of the problem (4.15) is not unique and the solution of minimal norm is just f^. For all these values of e we can redefine f^r by putting/o.,.=/'r+ and then we may conclude that the constrained least-squares solution /o., converges, when e tends to zero, to the generalised solution/4' corresponding to noise-free data.
However, if the constraint is not physically correct or more precisely if the constant E has been underestimated so that the generalised solution corresponding to noise-free data satisfies the condition ||/+||A->£, then /;),,. does not converge to /+ when e-»0. The limit will be the constrained least-squares solution corresponding to noise-free data.
'ii-?.;
Regularised solutions of minimal norm and the discrepancy principle
The unpleasant feature of the previous method is that it requires the knowledge of a reasonable upper bound on the solution of the problem. In many practical circumstances, however, this upper bound is not available while it is possible to estimate an upper bound on the experimental errors. This remark leads us to consider a problem which is the dual of the problem considered in the previous subsection and which can be formulated as follows [14] . Assume that an upper bound e on the Y norm of the error is known and denote by J,(g) the set of all the elements of X which are compatible with the data g up to accuracy e, i.e. the set of all functions/satisfying the condition \\Lf-8\\y^£. (4.18) This set is not bounded, since the null space of L is infinite dimensional, but its projection on XH is bounded. The important property ofJ,(g) is that it is closed and convex and therefore, thanks to a well known thebrem of functional analysis (see, for example, [15] .anud^hi;i isjl s^nctlyj"creasi"g function of/<which is zero at /< =0 and tends to |jg|[2y If we consider now the case of a sequence of noisy data g,, it is obvious that, when error £ tends to zero, the corresponding value of theregularisation parameter ,u, =^(£)also tends to zero. As a consequence, the sequence of regularised solutions, /i.,, obtained by means of this method always converges to the generalised solution corresponding to noise-free data.
The method considered in this subsection is a particular case of a general method ..t.:.e,cll,°J?e^f t!le re8ula"sationParameter which is known as thediscrepancy prmciple [16] . The function pCu), defined by (4.21) and representing the norm'ofthe difference between the measured data and the data which can be computed from the regularised function^,, is usually called the discrepancy function.
Regularised solutions satisfying prescribed bounds
The^method of § 4.1 requires a prtecribed bound on the solution while the method of '. I'2 Te.qwes a Prescribed bound on the data error. In a paper by Miller [17] , the cage where both bounds are known is also considered. Let us assumethat two constantee. 
Generalised cross-ualidation
The previous methods for the choice of the regularisation parameter cannot be used if no upper bound on the error or on the solution is known. A method which does not require such information has been proposed and is currently used in applications of the Tikhonov regulariser to inverse problems with discrete data and in particular to smoothing problems. This method, which is known as generalised cross-validution [18, 19] , is based on the idea of letting the data themselves choose the value of the regularisation parameter. It is required that a good value of the regularisation parameter should allow the prediction of missing data values. In such a way no a prion information about the solution and/or the noise is required. Since the operator LstL is a finite rank operator in X, the iterative methods me"tio"ed..abo.ve. co"verge to the "ormal solution of equation (5.1)" for any'datâ ctor:!iprowdcdthatthe init.ial functio"of the iteratlve scheme is properly chosen" 5.1)^, however, is a functional equation and it is convenient" to transform'it into an equivalent matrix equation. We give here the basic formulae fo7the~threê denotes the approximation of the normal solution ^ provided by the nth'. It is not difficult to show that these three iterative algorithms have the following properties:
(i") the nth approximation/,,, given by equation (5.3), belongs to X/v and converges to/+ when n->°o; furthermore the following inequalities hold true IMI^IUt (5.13) ii^i-ni^BA-rii^ (5, 14) (ii") for any n, t]/A^||/,,,,||^ and therefore ||/,W . ns, that the conjugate gradient method requires a much smaller numbCT"of .l^ratrons.m order.to Produce the same accuracy as the Gerchberg-Papouiis'aIeo! tlm':simi'ar.results were obtainedin the case of the Laplacetrans'form'iSoZ'n'd '"-t.his.problem' which is extremeiy ill-conditioned. a'simple"rdationshi'P'b'etwĉ onjugategradient and singular function expansions was also found'r28LrAn'ar7u" ment justifying this result is given by Natterer [29] . 6 . Choice of the regularisation parameter l". §twehavet.alreadyprese"ted several methods for the cllo":e of the regularisation parameter j"the case of theTikho"ov regulariser. While the methods of §?4.'3andT4 are-^,toc_methodsfor this algorithm:lhe methods of "SgZTand" 4^2'can'^~bJ !ed-to.other re8ularisers-For this p"rpose we 'ntroduce, in the generaFcase7twô c^sof^eS?n^TiTet^L the case of the Tikhonov reguiariser. These are"the norm of~the'reguran"sedusolS *'(/<).= (6.1) and the discrepancy function pW=\\LR,,g-g\\Y.
(6,2)
We will assume that these functions satisfy the following conditions If the prescribed constant E is smaller than the norm of the generalised solution / , then it follows from property (a) that there exists a unique value of/i, say/<g, such that v(fis)= E and, for^(>^c, v(/<) <E. Furthermore property (b) implies that, for/<>^;,, we have p(^) >p(/<t-). We conclude that /< =/<;;. is the value of the regularisation parameter which gives an approximate solution compatible with the constraint (6.3) and minimises the discrepancy between the computed and the measured data.
On the other hand, let us now assume, as in § 4.2, that the unknown function / satisfies the inequality \\Lf-^e. (6.4) If the prescribed constant E is smaller than the norm of g, then property (b) implies that there exists a unique value of /z, say ju^ such that p(u,) = £ and p(^) < e for /^ <^,.
On the other hand, it follows from property (a) that, for/^ </<,., we have r(^)>v(/^,.) and therefore the value ,u =,u, provides a regularised solution which is compatible with the data up to accuracy s and has minimal norm. This second method, as already mentioned in §4.2, is usually called the discrepancy principle. In the case of ill-posed problems it has been shown [30] that this principle (more precisely a slightly modified form of it, which we do not need to mention here), when applied to the most important regularisation algorithms, always provides a regularised solution which converges to the true generalised solution of the problem as the errors on the data tend to zero. In the case of problems with discrete data, this result is almost obvious since property (b) implies then that/(,-*0 when f->0.
We conclude this section by mentioning a method which applies to the case of the truncated singular function expansions given by (3.1) and (3.3) , and is the analogue of the method discussed in §4.3. Assume that the unknown solution satisfies the constraints (4.22). Then, as shown by Miller [17] , if we keep in the expansion (1.6) only those terms which correspond to singular values fulfilling the condition a^elE (6.5) the resulting truncated expansion satisfies the constraints (4.22) except for a factor of V2. Notice that the quantity controlling the truncation of the expansion is a kind of signal-to-noise ratio and therefore we have here an extension of the usual method of numerical filtering [5] .
The result mentioned above has also an interesting interpretation from the point of view of information theory [7, 8] since it provides a'generalisation of the concept of the information content' of a band-limited signal as introduced by Shannon. The number of singular values satisfying condition (6.5) is a generalisation of the Shannon number and, using a term introduced in optics, can be called the number of degrees of freedom (NDF) of the problem (corresponding to the given signal-to-noise ratio). The NDF is a measure of the number of independent pieces of information which can be extracted from the data and is a useful measure of information in many inversion problems, including image processing.
Let us mention that there arc still many other methods for choosing the regularisa- is not a norm but a seminorm. ' '" " "-""" As stated in J, under the previous conditions on the constraint operator C, there exlst.s-a"mque c-generalised solution for any ge Y. By applying to our special case a method developed in a more genera! framework [31] it'is possible to charactense77as the generalised solution of a modified problem.
The product operator {L, Q-.X-^YQZ, with domain 2)(C), is linear, closed and invertibie. Moreover its range is Y@9t(C) and hence it is closed in Yff)Z. It7o1lows that.the lnverse operator is continuous and this implies that there exists a constant P>0 such that \w+\m^m (7.2) foranyfeGt>(Q. By means of this inequality it is easy to show that S8(C), endowed. We conclude this section by giving a few examples to which the previous scheme can be applied. The first is the interpolation problem when the interpolating function must minimise a functional \\Cf\\z which is the I}' norm of its derivative of order k. The corresponding C-generalised solution is a natural spline of degree m-=2k-\. Then the regularised solution provided by equation (7.10) is JusF the solution of "the smoothing problem investigated by Reinsch [32] and is again a spline function. The choice of the regularisation parameter is based on the method that we have called the discrepancy principle.
The second example is the method of Phillips [12] for the solution of first-kind Fredhoim integral equations and in such a case the functional \\Cf\\^ is the L2 norm of the second derivative of the unknown function. In that paper only regularised solutions are considered and again the discrepancy principle is used for the choice of the regularisation parameter.
The scheme presented in this section also applies to a recent investigation of the moment problem [33] where the constraint was the L2 norm of the first derivative of the solution. A stability theorem was also proved in this paper and the dependence of the solution on the number of moments was quantified for a given noise level. and therefore it belongs to the subspace spanned by the functions a^{x}. This solution is a type of generalised solution even if it is different from /+(^) since it belongs to the subspace spanned by the functions a,,(x) while/+ belongs to the subspace spanned by the functions cp^x). It is also obvious that the functions a,,(x) depend on the function J(jc, x') which has been chosen for characterising the sharpness of the averaging kernel.' As already remarked by Backus and Gilbert, their solution can also be affected by numerical instability. In order to overcome this difficulty they proceed as follows [35] .
If the covariance matrix [C] of the noise is known, then from equation (8.11) one easily derives that, at any given point x, the variance of the error induced by the noise on/noOOis a\x)^ ^ C,,,,,a,,,(x)a^(x). (1) minimise the hinctional a\x) with the constraint (8.8) and also the constraint S\x)^.E2, which prescribes an upper limit on the desired resolution distance; -t ' A-^l^.. .£;.
(2) minimise the functional S'l(x) with the constraint (8.8) and also the constraint a'(x)^E-, which prescribes an upper limit on the error affecting the reconstructed solution.
Both problems can be solved again by means of the method of Lagrange multipliers and we do not give the details here. Let us just remark that these two methods are similar to the methods described respectively in § § 4.1 and 4.2 for the case of the Tikhonov regulariser. They amount in fact to a form of regularisation of the Backus-Gilbert solution. Applications of these methods and numerical algorithms for implementing them have been considered by several authors [36] [37] [38] . In the case where the functionals are the Fourier coefficients of/(;t-) as given by equation (3.5), a similarity between the Backus-Gilbert method and the Fejer method has also been noticed [39] .
